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In 2017, I was awarded a Visiting Research Fellowship by Trinity Long Room Hub for a two month 

period (May15, 2017-July 15, 2017). My research on Seamus Heaney and the Troubles in Northern 

Ireland aims to investigate representations of selfhood in a temporal and spatial zone suffused with 

cultural trauma. My visit to Dublin was supported partly by the Research Secondment I was awarded 

under the European Union’s Marie Curie International Research Exchange Scheme to the Project 

“Social Performance, Cultural Trauma and Re-establishing Solid Sovereignties (SPECTRESS). 

In the poetry of Seamus Heaney, I seek to investigate the different modes of representing the 

oppressive and marginalized collective experience of post-colonial Irish men and women of Catholic 

descent in Northern Ireland during the violent decades of the Troubles.  In the language of the poet’s 

poetic oeuvre, its poetics of phonic consciousness of culture, history and geography, amidst 

meanderings of the flickering poetic voice through colonial history, ancient mythology, and 

contemporary political violence, what evidence there still remains of aspects of Irish subjectivity that 

has escaped critical analysis? In what critical language is it possible to analyse the poet’s personality as 

an “inner émigré” contra his political and religious identity as one with the Irish Catholics persecuted 

by the colonial British forces? For a poet whose craft was shaped reading British poets such as Hopkins, 

Eliot, Auden, Owen and Hughes, how was his dissociation from that tradition different from his 

reluctance to become a political voice of the Catholic protests in Northern Ireland? The study develops 

out of these questions, while aiming to analyse the poetics, poetry and politics of Heaney from the 

Buddhist perspective of the 1st century CE Madhyamika philosopher Nagarjuna.  

The study attempts to analyse primary corpus Heaney’s poetry from Wintering Out (1972) to 

The Spirit Level (1996) with an objective to articulate the form and content of the essential tension 

between his ‘social persona’ and his ‘inner being.’ The poet seeks to transcend this tension by becoming 

“an inner émigré.” “Inner émigré” is “a poetic stand-off,” comparable to Yeatsian mask, that produces 

the poetic persona in an ulterior space. It is through such creative processes that Heaney rescues his 

poetic voice from articulating the language of direct political confrontation, though identifying with 

Catholic position in Northern Ireland.  The trope of “inner émigré” facilitates the condition of a 

postcolonial exile, almost Joycean, without having to leave Ireland, but having to leave Northern Ireland 

for the Republic of Ireland.   

In poems such as “Exposure,” Heaney admits the political grounds of his separation from 

Northern Ireland, and the ineffectuality of his political self, “Escaped from the massacre, / Taking 

protective colouring/From bole and bark, feeling/Every wind that blows.”  He might seem like 

eschewing his political responsibility as well as loyalty to the Catholics in the North by wearing a poetic 

mask of the poet as an uncertain soul, in between two worlds, in conflict with itself: 

 I am neither internee nor informer; 



 An inner émigré, grown long-haired  

And thoughtful…1 

 

In an interview to Henri Cole (“The Art of Poetry”) in The Paris Review (Fall 1997), Heaney 

suggests his separation from Northern Ireland as simply emblematic of an essential migration in the 

poet’s soul, a poetic condition whereby the poet transcends the limiting political conditions and events 

of the world, and finds a repose in his “inner being,” while paradoxically moving away from it to the 

external world  

“I have begun to think of life as a series of ripples widening out from an original center. In a way, no 

matter how wide the circumference gets, no matter how far you have rippled out from the first point, 

that original pulse of your being is still travelling in you and through you, so although you cannot talk 

about this period of life and that period of it, you first self and your last self are by no means distinct.2” 

The study critically investigates this tension between Heaney’s political subjectivity and poetic intensity 

as articulated in the poetics of apparent incertitude. Closely reading such collections as North (1975), 

Field Work (1979), Sweeny Astray (1983), Station Island (1984), The Haw Lantern (1987), Seeing 

Things (1991), apart from Wintering Out (1972) and Spirit Level (1996), the study would read serious 

political interventions in the apparent poetic inner withdrawal of the poet. Drawing upon the Buddhist 

dialectic of ‘being, non-being and becoming,’ the study would posit that for Heaney, more important 

than the question of being a confirmed Catholic Irish or the Buddhist double negation, of not not-Irish, 

was concern of the middle way, of being self as well as the other, a being but also “on the other side.” 

The migration from Northern Ireland is not a physical condition of removal, but of separation-in-unity, 

a stateless state of self, which allows him to experience Irish condition as complementing the universal 

condition of persecution and martyrdom in poems such as “The Tollund Man” (Wintering Out), while 

at the same time denouncing the Catholic absolutism of the IRA.  

Nagarjuna’s deconstructive philosophy as expressed in his Fundamental Verses on the Middle 

Path (Mulamadhyamakarika) is a critique of logical and linguistic categories that lead to absolutist 

notions of self, other, time, space, word, sound, etc. He posits the reality as ‘emptiness’ (shunyata). 

Central to his thesis is the idea of ‘dependent origination,’ the idea ultimately that reality is a continual 

movement, of being into becoming, that cyclically connects what Heaney calls “your first self and your 

last self,” but Nagarjuna would have a dialogue with Heaney that the two selves are distinct, not same 

as Heaney puts it. Based on his insights, I seek to analyse the multiple forms of poetic selves across the 

volumes of poetry, with an objective to argue that Heaney’s unsettling of all the absolutist conditions 
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and constructions during the Troubles in Ireland is realization of a mystic unity of world in the guise of 

poetic/mystic intensity of the inner being, of what the Buddhist philosopher call nirvana. 

My research trip to Dublin facilitated by the SPECTRESS proved crucial to my study. The two 

vital objectives were getting an opportunity to meet Irish scholars and studying the archives at the 

National Library of Ireland. To begin with I had discussions on Irish history with Professor Jane 

Ohlmeyer, and on the digitalization of Irish texts with Dr. Jennifer Edmond.   

The meeting with Professor Nicholas Greene involved a dialogue on his works, Irish drama, 

W.B.Yeats, Seamus Heaney, and R.K.Narayan. He shared some very valuable anecdotes about Seamus 

Heaney that revealed to me certain unknown aspects of the poet’s personality. Dr. Rosie Lavan of the 

School of English, Trinity College Dublin was quite forthcoming in suggesting me study materials 

available in the TCD library as well as NLI. We also had a discussion about her forthcoming book on 

Heaney. Dr. Tom Walker also of the School of English had a lot to share on the teaching of Irish English 

poetry, while I shared my own experiences in JNU. 

On my trip to Galway, I was fortunate to meet the poet Martin Dyer with whom I visited Thoor 

Ballylee, and had an extended conversation on Yeats, Heaney and Irish poetry. 

One of the highlights of my visit to Dublin was the opportunity to consult the National Library 

of Ireland. Not only did I get to read some very authoritative studies on Seamus Heaney, but could also 

go through the Heaney archives, the manuscripts of his poetry and prose.  

Without the fellowship under the aegis of SPECTRESS, my research on Heaney would have 

remained incomplete.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



  

 


